
MEDICAL ETHICS IN ANKUR ARORA’S MURDER                

CASE 

Medical ethics are the foundation of the medical professional. It includes broad range of 

actions that makes a perfect medical professionals who are more beneficial to society. As 

we are medical students we should have a good idea on medical ethics. People respect 

doctors, sometimes they are considered as gods because they try their best to safe the 

people’s lives. 

  I selected this Ankurarora’s murder case film because as medical student I noticed many 

important points which I can gather from this film for my future carrier. This film is directed by 

SuhaliTatari and released on 14th June 2013.this film is based on the medical negligence. 

      The characters are the Dr.Romesh,Dr.Riya who are 2 young intern doctors and also lovers 

and Dr.Asthana who was a famous general surgeon and also consider as a God of surgery in 

India, Ankurarorawho is a 8 year old boy, Nanditha Arora who is the mother of Ankur, lawyer 

Kajori Sen. 

      However this 8 year old boy Ankur Arora died due to Dr.Asthana’s medical negligence. Then 

Dr.Asthana and the crew in the surgery kept the cause for death as a secret. Anyway Dr.Romesh 

realize the cause for the death,and together with the Ankur’s mother and lawyer Kajori, 

Dr.Romesh sets out on a turbulent journey to fight for what is right. 

      All the necessary evidence against Dr.Asthana were destroyed. Dr.Riya who was a member 

in the team of the Ankur’s surgery and the nurse Rosina who had informed about Ankur’s 

eating food before the operation also lied in the court. 

      But later Dr.Riya recorded the conversation with Dr.Asthana by her mobile and this lead to 

arrest the Dr.Asthana and finally the truth won. 

      When it come to the medical ethics this film shows how we should care about the patients 

although our carrier is a busy professional. As well as we should be kind hearted, should listen 

to the patients, and also should have a good interaction with the patients. 

      By watching this movie I realized that as we are future doctors we should earn happiness by 

saving the lives of the people but not just earning money. 
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